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Abstract — Cloud computing is a promising and prevalent innovation which offers services in an efficient way by lessening the 

intricacy and owning the resources . Cloud provides a recipient way for the users to avail the cloud applications on demand. This 

network enabled service provides a way to take the user data from the cloud server where it get stored in online. During the accessing 

of data, distinctive users will be in a fraternization and thus data sharing turn out to be exceptionally critical to accomplish dynamic 

gainful advantages . When the access authority is shared and if a user challenge  the cloud server for sharing of data from another 

user, the request can reveal the desire of the user even the data access authority is procured or not. In prior, shared access authority is 

accomplished by access request matching anonymously with the considerations of security and privacy such as authentication, 

anonymity of data, privacy of data and forwarding the security. Attribute based access control is provided to make the user to get its 

own data fields only. Proxy re-encryption is utilized to give an approach to sharing of data between number of users.  In this work, 

the Key aggregation algorithm is used to aggregate keys if there is more than one key is generated to one file that is shared in the 

cloud.  It hides the base encryption file from the end user. The honey encryption scheme is used to enhance the proxy re-encryption 

cryptosystem. This proposed work will be fascinating for multi-user conspire cloud applications.    
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